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Abstract
Denoising diffusion probabilistic models that were ini-

tially proposed for realistic image generation have recently
shown success in various perception tasks (e.g., object de-
tection and image segmentation) and are increasingly gain-
ing attention in computer vision. However, extending such
models to multi-frame human pose estimation is non-trivial
due to the presence of the additional temporal dimension
in videos. More importantly, learning representations that
focus on keypoint regions is crucial for accurate localiza-
tion of human joints. Nevertheless, the adaptation of the
diffusion-based methods remains unclear on how to achieve
such objective. In this paper, we present DiffPose, a novel
diffusion architecture that formulates video-based human
pose estimation as a conditional heatmap generation prob-
lem. First, to better leverage temporal information, we pro-
pose SpatioTemporal Representation Learner which aggre-
gates visual evidences across frames and uses the resulting
features in each denoising step as a condition. In addi-
tion, we present a mechanism called Lookup-based Multi-
Scale Feature Interaction that determines the correlations
between local joints and global contexts across multiple
scales. This mechanism generates delicate representations
that focus on keypoint regions. Altogether, by extending
diffusion models, we show two unique characteristics from
DiffPose on pose estimation task: (i) the ability to combine
multiple sets of pose estimates to improve prediction accu-
racy, particularly for challenging joints, and (ii) the ability
to adjust the number of iterative steps for feature refinement
without retraining the model. DiffPose sets new state-of-
the-art results on three benchmarks: PoseTrack2017, Pose-
Track2018, and PoseTrack21.

1. Introduction
Human pose estimation has been extensively studied in

computer vision, with the aim of detecting all instances of
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the original diffusion model where q
and pθ refer to the diffusion and denoising process, respectively.
(b) In this work, we propose a novel framework named DiffPose
which formulates video-based human pose estimation as a gener-
ative process of keypoint heatmaps.

people from images and localizing anatomical keypoints for
each individual [20, 55, 61, 66]. It finds numerous appli-
cations ranging from human-computer interaction and aug-
mented reality to behavior analysis and surveillance track-
ing [34, 38, 54, 62, 63, 64]. Conventional approaches
[53, 67, 80] mainly employ the probabilistic graphical
model or the pictorial structure model. Fueled by the ex-
plosion of deep learning, Convolutional Neural Networks
[8, 37, 38, 61] and Vision Transformers [36, 73, 78] have
witnessed significant progress in this task.

Until recently, denoising diffusion probabilistic models
[28, 56], which are a type of generative models, have re-
ceived much research attention for surpassing other meth-
ods such as GANs and achieving state-of-the-art generative
results [6, 14]. The superior performance of the diffusion
model has facilitated its expansion in diverse applications,
such as super-resolution [52], inpainting [40], and image
deblurring [50]. Following the demonstration of the effec-
tiveness of diffusion models as representation learners for
discriminative computer vision problems [6], several con-
temporary approaches have successfully employed the dif-
fusion model for perception tasks, including object detec-
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tion [10] and image segmentation [1, 6, 24].
Despite the considerable attention that diffusion mod-

els have gained following their achievements, their adap-
tation for video-based human pose estimation has signifi-
cantly trailed that of other vision tasks, such as segmenta-
tion and object detection. We conjecture two primary rea-
sons that underlie this disparity: (i) Effectively leveraging
temporal information is crucial for video-based human pose
estimation [37]. However, despite the success of various
diffusion architectures in perception tasks, they are primar-
ily designed for static images and incapable to capture tem-
poral dependencies across frames. (ii) Real world images
typically contain many task-irrelevant cues and accurately
estimating human poses requires focusing on specific body
joint regions [21]. However, it is still an open question on
how to guide the diffusion model to filter out the unneces-
sary details and only attend to the keypoint regions.

In this paper, we present a novel architecture, termed
SpatioTemporal Diffusion Model for Pose Estimation (Diff-
Pose). By extending the framework of diffusion model,
DiffPose presents a new approach to video-based human
pose estimation. Specifically, it reformulates this problem
as a conditional generative task of keypoint-wise heatmaps,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. DiffPose consists of two primary
stages: a forward diffusion stage that gradually introduces
Gaussian noise to the ground truth heatmaps, and a reverse
denoising stage that utilizes a Pose-Decoder to recover the
original heatmap from the noisy input progressively.

Unlike the vanilla diffusion model [28], which simply
uses U-Net [51] for denoising, we propose two novel de-
signs that enhance the capabilities of the Pose-Decoder.
These modifications enable the Pose-Decoder to better uti-
lize temporal information and focus on joint regions. (i) We
design a SpatioTemporal Representation Learner (STRL)
which sequentially performs spatial information extraction
within each frame and integrates cross-frame knowledge
through cascaded Transformers. The resulting features,
which contain rich temporal priors, are subsequently uti-
lized as a fixed condition at each denoising step by the
Pose-Decoder. (ii) In addition, we propose a Lookup-
based MultiScale Feature Interaction mechanism (LMSFI),
which guides the Pose-Decoder to learn intricate represen-
tations for pose prediction by inductively leveraging infor-
mation from both noisy heatmaps and spatiotemporal fea-
tures. To be specific, we first construct probabilistic joint
fields based on the noisy heatmaps, and perform lookups
over spatiotemporal features accordingly to activate key-
point region features. Then, we model fine-grained corre-
lations between the retrieved local joint features and origi-
nal global contexts over multiple scales to produce the final
representations. By conducting feature interaction through
LMSFI, we can explicitly reason about the relationships be-
tween joints and global contexts. As shown in Figure 4, our

proposed method is able to learn representations that con-
verge around keypoint regions consistently.

An important feature of the diffusion-based framework
is the separation of model training and evaluation. To pro-
vide more context, DiffPose is trained to reverse the forward
diffusion process (i.e., predict ground truth heatmaps from
noises) and performs multi-step denoising to generate pre-
dictions based on randomly generated noisy heatmaps at in-
ference. Benefiting from such framework, we demonstrate
two distinct properties that appeal to human pose estimation
task. (i) As DiffPose can generate multiple plausible pose
estimates by sampling random noises, they can be com-
bined to improve the prediction robustness, especially for
challenging joints such as wrists and ankles. (ii) In contrast
to existing methods that adopt a fixed iterative refinement
structure [9, 69, 43], DiffPose can adaptively vary the num-
ber of denoising steps without retraining the model. From
extensive experiments, we show that DiffPose consistently
outperforms existing well-established approaches on three
benchmark datasets. Furthermore, each of our proposed de-
sign choices is verified through ablation studies.

The key contributions of this work are summarized as
follows: (1) To our best knowledge, we are the first to in-
vestigate video-based human pose estimation from the lens
of generative modeling. In particular, we propose DiffPose,
the first model that applies diffusion model to multi-frame
human pose estimation. (2) We demonstrate two properties
of DiffPose that are effective on pose estimation: the ability
to enhance performance by aggregating multiple pose esti-
mations and to perform flexible iterative refinement without
model retraining. (3) We show that our DiffPose delivers
state-of-the-art results on three benchmark datasets, Pose-
Track2017, PoseTrack2018, and PoseTrack21.

2. Related Work
Human pose estimation. Early efforts on human pose

estimation focus on static images, starting from building
probability graphical structures [33, 26] to model the rela-
tions between body joints. With the advancement of deep
learning [27, 65] and the availability of large-scale bench-
mark datasets [31, 2, 15], various deep architectures (e.g.,
CNN and Transformer)-based methods are currently the
dominating solutions [70, 71, 61, 36, 78, 75, 73]. There
are two mainstream paradigms: i) regressing the position of
keypoints from image directly, and ii) estimating probabil-
ity heatmaps to represent keypoints locations. Representa-
tion using heatmap has gained more popularity due to the
performance derived from faster optimization convergence.

Conversely, various studies [58, 45, 37, 38, 68] have at-
tempted to estimate human poses in videos. [37] merges
heatmaps of consecutive frames and computes their resid-
uals to obtain joint-level features for pose estimation. [38]
performs implicit motion compensation using deformable
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convolutions for better feature aggregation and heatmap
prediction. These approaches usually predict a determin-
istic pose solution for each frame and lack effective re-
calibrations, which might suffer from localized detection
failure especially for challenging joints. In contrast, Our
approach benefiting from probabilistic diffusion models is
able to combine multiple pose solutions naturally to provide
more robust estimations.

Diffusion model. Diffusion models [28, 56] are a type
of deep generative models that utilize the final state of a
Markov chain originating from a standard Gaussian distri-
bution to approximate the distribution of natural images.
Neural network is typically trained to reverse this diffu-
sion process for each Markov step. Within this frame-
work, diffusion models have recently demonstrated remark-
able results in a wide spectrum of generative tasks from
visual images [52, 4, 24, 44, 18, 42] to nature language
[3, 23, 35, 29, 46, 74]. Diffusion models have also proven
to be useful in various discriminative computer vision prob-
lems [10, 1, 6, 24]. The pioneer work [1] presents a diffu-
sion model conditioned on an input image for image seg-
mentation. [10] proposes DiffusionDet which formulates
object detection as a generative denoising process from
noisy boxes to object boxes. [24] further extends [10] to
perform instance segmentation. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there have been no previous successful attempts to
adapt diffusion models for multi-frame human pose estima-
tion. This paper introduces DiffPose, which explores the
potential of diffusion models in video-based human pose
estimation and is the first diffusion model to achieve state-
of-the-art performance for this task.

3. Our Approach

3.1. Preliminaries

Problem Formulation. Following the top-down pose
estimation approach, we first obtain all human bound-
ing boxes per frame It using an off-the-shelf object de-
tector. Each bounding box is then enlarged by 25% to
crop the same individual in consecutive frames It =
⟨It−δ, ..., It, ..., It+δ⟩ with δ being a predefined temporal
interval. In this way, we obtain the cropped video segment
Ii

t =
〈
Iit−δ, ..., I

i
t , ..., I

i
t+δ

〉
for person i. Given an image

sequence Ii
t centered on the key frame Iit , our goal is to

estimate the keypoint heatmaps for Iit .
Diffusion Model. Inspired by non-equilibrium ther-

modynamics [59, 60], diffusion models are under the cat-
egory of latent variable models which aim to reconstruct
a task-specific distribution that starts from random noise.
These models typically consist of two basic processes: 1) a
forward process that gradually adds Gaussian noise to sam-
ple data, and 2) a reverse process that learns to invert the
forward diffusion. To be specific, the forward diffusion pro-

cess is defined as:

q (xt|x0) := N
(
xt;

√
ᾱtx0, (1− ᾱt) I

)
,

xt =
√
ᾱtx0 +

√
1− ᾱtϵ, ϵ ∼ N (0, 1) ,

(1)

where ᾱt :=
∏t

s=1 αs =
∏t

s=1(1− βs) and βs denotes the
noise variance schedule [28]. The operation in Eq. 1 adds
noise to the original data sample x0 and transforms it into
a latent noisy sample xt at an arbitrary sampling step t ∈
{0, 1, ..., T}. During training, a neural network fθ(xt, t) is
trained to perform the denoising task either by predicting
x0 or ϵ (we choose the former as done in [10, 11]), with the
constraint of L2 loss. This process is expressed as:

Lx0
= ∥fθ(xt, t)− x0∥2 . (2)

In inference, the learned denoising (reverse) function fθ is
applied to a random noise sample xT along with a preset
updating rule [28, 57], to reconstruct the data sample x0 in
an iterative way xT → xT−∆ → · · · → x0.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework that en-
ables the diffusion model to better process dynamic con-
texts for video-based human pose estimation. Specifically,
we present DiffPose which modulates the vanilla diffusion
model to incorporate temporal information and attend to
keypoint region cues, resulting in a paradigm more aligned
with multi-frame human pose estimation. Our proposed
framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. In our problem set-
ting, the original data sample is the ground truth heatmap
x0 = Hi

t. This heatmap is generated using a 2D Gaussian
centered at the annotated joint location. We train a Pose-
Decoder fθ(xt,Fi

t, t) to recover x0 from the noisy heatmap
xt by conditioning on the spatiotemporal feature of the in-
put sequence Fi

t which is derived by the SpatioTemporal
Representation Learner (STRL).

In the following, we first detail the architecture of STRL
(Sec. 3.2) and Pose-Decoder (Sec. 3.3). Then, we explain
the training and inference algorithms (Sec. 3.4) as well as
providing discussions on the favorable properties of Diff-
Pose for pose estimation in Sec. 3.5.

3.2. Spatiotemporal Representation Learner

Inspired by the success of Vision Transformers [17,
73, 39], we employ cascaded Transformers to capture the
spatial-temporal dependencies among video frames. Given
the sequence data Ii

t =
〈
Iit−δ, ..., I

i
t , ..., I

i
t+δ

〉
as input, we

first employ a plain Vision Transformer [17, 73] pretrained
on ImageNet [13] as the backbone network to extract spa-
tial features

〈
F i
t−δ, ..., F

i
t , ..., F

i
t+δ

〉
for each frame. Subse-

quently, each frame feature is spatially rearranged and fed
into a patch embedding layer, which embeds the feature into
tokens

〈
F̄ i
t−δ, ..., F̄

i
t , ..., F̄

i
t+δ

〉
. Then, we concatenate all

embedded tokens, retain their spatial information through
a learnable position embedding EPOS , and feed them into
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Figure 2. Overall pipeline of the proposed DiffPose framework. The goal is to detect the human pose in the keyframe Iit . Given an input
sequence, our SpatioTemporal Representation Learner (STRL) extracts the spatiotemporal feature Fi

t. The feature Fi
t, the noisy heatmap

xt, and the sampling step t are then passed to the Pose-Decoder, which performs lookup-based multiscale feature interaction to obtain
representations F i

t = {F i,1
t ,F i,2

t ,F i,3
t }. Finally, these features are aggregated to attain the final pose estimation Ĥi

t (i.e., x0).

cascaded Transformer encoders where each encoder con-
sists of a Multi-Head Self-Attention (MHSA) layer and a
feed-forward neural network (FFN). Finally, the encoded
deep features of all frames are aggregated via a Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) to produce the spatiotemporal feature Fi

t.
The above procedures can be formulated as:

F̃ 0
t = Concat

(
F̄ i
t−δ + Et−δ

POS , · · · , F̄
i
t+δ + Et+δ

POS

)
,

F̃
′l
t = F̃ l−1

t +MHSA(LN(F̃ l−1
t )),

F̃ l
t = F̃

′l
t + FFN(LN(F̃

′l
t )),

...

Fi
t = MLP(LN(F̃L

t )),

(3)

where the superscript l ∈ [1, 2, ..., L] denotes the output of
l-th Transformer layer and F̃ 0

t represents the initial feature.
The function LN(·) indicates the LayerNorm layer. Note
that the spatial (i.e., the number of tokens) and channel di-
mensions within each transformer layer remain constant.

3.3. Pose-Decoder

After obtaining the spatiotemporal feature Fi
t, the Pose-

Decoder denoises the heatmap xt by taking Fi
t together

with the sampling step t as conditions, and output the pre-
dicted heatmap x̂0 = Ĥi

t. Specifically, we first project the
step index t into an embedding and utilize the embedding
to rescale the initial noisy heatmap xt, attaining the step-
adaptive version x̄t. Then, we model the global correlations
between Fi

t and x̄t across multiple scales via Transformer or

convolutional structures, and obtain multi-scale representa-
tions F i

t = {F i,1
t ,F i,2

t ,F i,3
t }. Finally, these features are

integrated and passed to a detection head to predict the pose
heatmap Ĥi

t.
In order to encourage the representations F i

t to focus
on keypoint regions, we propose a Lookup-based Multi-
Scale Feature Interaction mechanism (LMSFI) to induc-
tively model correlations between Fi

t and x̄t. It consists of
two procedures: pairwise size-matched feature generation
and lookup-based feature interaction.

Pairwise size-matched feature generation. Given
Fi
t ∈ RC×H×W and x̄t ∈ Rc×4H×4W with different spa-

tial dimensions, we perform upsampling and downsampling
separately to construct size-matched feature pairs ⟨Fi

t, x̄t⟩.
Specifically, we adopt several deconvolution layers to per-
form 1×, 2×, and 4× upsampling of resolution over Fi

t,
and obtain corresponding features {Fi,1

t ,Fi,2
t ,Fi,3

t }. Simi-
larly, stride convolutions are used to downsample on x̄t to
produce {x̄1

t , x̄
2
t , x̄

3
t} (x̄t = x̄3

t ). With the above process,
we attain multi-scale size-matched feature pairs ⟨Fi,J

t , x̄J
t ⟩.

The superscript J = {1, 2, 3} refers to resolutions of differ-
ent levels from low to high.

Lookup-based feature interaction. Upon construct-
ing multi-scale feature pairs ⟨Fi,J

t , x̄J
t ⟩, we model interac-

tions between the spatiotemporal feature Fi,j
t and the noisy

heatmap x̄j
t at each resolution j individually to obtain cor-

responding feature representation F i,j
t . A naive approach

would be to directly concatenate and aggregate Fi,j
t and x̄j

t .
In our experiments, we show that the learned keypoint fea-
tures of this scheme are scattered across significant areas
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(see Fig. 4), resulting in performance reduction as shown in
Table 4. In practice, heatmaps reveal the likelihood of the
locations containing joints, whereas the noisy heatmap x̄j

t

is corrupted and can provide a negligible amount of valid
real-valued information [12]. As a result, directly modeling
correlations of x̄j

t and Fi,j
t is extremely challenging. There-

fore, we adopt an inductive modeling strategy which first
performs lookups over the spatiotemporal feature Fi,j

t ac-
cording to the heatmap x̄j

t to retrieve local joint feature F̄i,j
t ,

and then models correlations between the local feature F̄i,j
t

and the vanilla global context Fi,j
t .

More specifically, considering that the computational
complexity of self-attention increases quadratically with in-
put resolution, we adopt a composite structure that uses
Transformers and convolutions to capture feature interac-
tions at low and high resolutions, respectively. (i) For the
low resolution feature pair ⟨Fi,1

t , x̄1
t ⟩, the noisy heatmap x̄1

t

is first embedded to feature tokens, and a Transformer en-
coder is leveraged to perform self-refinement to yield ¯̄x1

t .
Then, we take the maximum activations along the depth
dimension over ¯̄x1

t to squeeze the global channel informa-
tion into a single-channel descriptor, followed by a sigmoid
function to obtain an attention mask A1 that indicates pos-
sible keypoint fields. Then, the mask A1 is used to re-
trieve corresponding spatiotemporal features F̄i,1

t . Finally,
F̄i,1
t and Fi,1

t are concatenated and processed by cascaded
Transformers, followed by upsampling of resolution to out-
put feature F i,1

t . The above process can be described as:

¯̄x1
t = SeRef(x̄1

t ), A1 = Sigmoid(Sq(¯̄x1
t )),

F̄i,1
t = A1 ⊙ Fi,1

t , F i,1
t = Up(Trans(F̄i,1

t ⊕ Fi,1
t )),

(4)
where SeRef(·), Sq(·), ⊙, ⊕, and Up(·) denote the opera-
tions of self-refinement, squeezing, spatial-wise multiplica-
tion, concatenation, and upsampling, respectively. (ii) For
high-resolution feature pairs ⟨Fi,j

t , x̄j
t ⟩ with j = 2, 3, an

analogical procedure is executed using convolutions:

¯̄xj
t = Conv(x̄j

t ), Aj = Sigmoid(Sq(¯̄xj
t )),

F̄i,j
t = Aj ⊙ Fi,j

t , F i,j
t = Up(Conv(F̄i,j

t ⊕ Fi,j
t )).

(5)

Heatmap generation. Ultimately, we integrate fea-
ture representations across all scales {F i,1

t ,F i,2
t ,F i,3

t } via
element-wise addition, and employ a detection head (i.e., a
3 × 3 convolution) to yield the predicted heatmap Ĥi

t. By
inductively modeling multi-scale feature interactions, our
Pose-Decoder is able to reason about the fine-grained rela-
tions of keypoints and global contexts, thereby producing
more tailored representations that attend to joint areas.

3.4. Overall Training and Inference Algorithms

Training. We perform diffusion process that corrupts
ground truth heatmaps to noisy heatmaps, and train the

Pose-Decoder for heatmap denoising to reverse this process.
The overall training procedure of our DiffPose is provided
in Algorithm 1 in the Appendix. Specifically, we sample
Gaussian noises according to αt in Eq. 1 and add them to
ground truth heatmaps to obtain the noisy samples. The pa-
rameter αt at each sampling step t is predefined by a mono-
tonically decreasing cosine scheme, as adopted in [28]. We
employ the standard pose estimation loss (mean square er-
ror) to supervise the model training:

L =
∥∥∥Hi

t − Ĥi
t

∥∥∥2
2
, (6)

where Hi
t and Ĥi

t denote the ground truth and predicted
pose heatmaps, respectively.

Inference. The proposed DiffPose conducts denoising
on noisy heatmaps sampled from Gaussian distribution,
progressively refining its predictions over multiple sam-
pling steps. For each sampling step, the Pose-Decoder takes
random noisy heatmaps or the predicted heatmaps of the last
sampling step as input and outputs the estimated heatmaps
of the current step. Then, we adopt DDIM [57] to update the
heatmaps for the next step. Detailed inference procedure is
provided in Algorithm 2.

3.5. Discussion

Building on diffusion-based architecture, our proposed
framework DiffPose is able to decouple training and test-
ing stages which enables a more adaptable inference pro-
cess. By extending this concept, we investigate further and
demonstrate the unique benefits of DiffPose for pose esti-
mation, specifically in the areas of flexible pose ensemble
and flexible iterative refinement.

Flexible pose ensemble. In common practices, one usu-
ally performs inference starting with a single initial sample.
However, the diffusion model is intrinsically probabilistic
[1] and can generate diverse outputs for different noise in-
puts. Correspondingly, taking different noisy heatmaps as
input, the DiffPose can yield different plausible pose pre-
dictions that possess respective keypoint recognition pref-
erences. Ensembling these complementary pose solutions
can enhance the robustness and stability of model predic-
tions especially for challenging joints. To exploit this phe-
nomenon, we initialize N groups of noisy heatmaps for in-
ference and subsequently average their predictions. Experi-
mental results show that the complementary pose ensemble
brings significant performance improvement (see Table 6).

Flexible iterative refinement. After training the model,
the DiffPose performs multi-step refinement (sampling)
progressively to yield the final pose prediction. In practice,
the number of sampling steps can be adjusted flexibly with-
out retraining the model, which is preferable to the prior
approaches that adopt a fixed structure of iterative refine-
ment [9, 69, 41, 43]. By increasing iterative sampling steps,
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Method Head Shoulder Elbow Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Mean
PoseTracker [22] 67.5 70.2 62.0 51.7 60.7 58.7 49.8 60.6

PoseFlow [72] 66.7 73.3 68.3 61.1 67.5 67.0 61.3 66.5

JointFlow [16] - - - - - - - 69.3

FastPose [79] 80.0 80.3 69.5 59.1 71.4 67.5 59.4 70.3

TML++ [30] - - - - - - - 71.5

Simple (R-50) [71] 79.1 80.5 75.5 66.0 70.8 70.0 61.7 72.4

Simple (R-152) [71] 81.7 83.4 80.0 72.4 75.3 74.8 67.1 76.7

STEmbedding [32] 83.8 81.6 77.1 70.0 77.4 74.5 70.8 77.0

HRNet [61] 82.1 83.6 80.4 73.3 75.5 75.3 68.5 77.3

MDPN [25] 85.2 88.5 83.9 77.5 79.0 77.0 71.4 80.7

CorrTrack [48] 86.1 87.0 83.4 76.4 77.3 79.2 73.3 80.8

Dynamic-GNN [76] 88.4 88.4 82.0 74.5 79.1 78.3 73.1 81.1

PoseWarper [8] 81.4 88.3 83.9 78.0 82.4 80.5 73.6 81.2

DCPose [37] 88.0 88.7 84.1 78.4 83.0 81.4 74.2 82.8

DetTrack [68] 89.4 89.7 85.5 79.5 82.4 80.8 76.4 83.8

FAMI-Pose [38] 89.6 90.1 86.3 80.0 84.6 83.4 77.0 84.8

DiffPose (Ours) 89.0 91.2 87.4 83.5 85.5 87.2 80.2 86.4

Table 1. Quantitative results on the PoseTrack2017 validation set.

Method Head Shoulder Elbow Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Mean
STAF [47] - - - 64.7 - - 62.0 70.4

AlphaPose [19] 63.9 78.7 77.4 71.0 73.7 73.0 69.7 71.9

TML++ [30] - - - - - - - 74.6

MDPN [25] 75.4 81.2 79.0 74.1 72.4 73.0 69.9 75.0

PGPT [5] - - - 72.3 - - 72.2 76.8

Dynamic-GNN [76] 80.6 84.5 80.6 74.4 75.0 76.7 71.8 77.9

PoseWarper [8] 79.9 86.3 82.4 77.5 79.8 78.8 73.2 79.7

PT-CPN++ [77] 82.4 88.8 86.2 79.4 72.0 80.6 76.2 80.9

DCPose [37] 84.0 86.6 82.7 78.0 80.4 79.3 73.8 80.9

DetTrack [68] 84.9 87.4 84.8 79.2 77.6 79.7 75.3 81.5

FAMI-Pose [38] 85.5 87.7 84.2 79.2 81.4 81.1 74.9 82.2

DiffPose (Ours) 85.0 87.7 84.3 81.5 81.4 82.9 77.6 83.0

Table 2. Quantitative results on the PoseTrack2018 validation set.

Method Head Shoulder Elbow Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Mean
Tracktor++ w. poses [7, 15] - - - - - - - 71.4

CorrTrack [48, 15] - - - - - - - 72.3

CorrTrack w. ReID [48, 15] - - - - - - - 72.7

Tracktor++ w. corr. [7, 15] - - - - - - - 73.6

DCPose [37] 83.2 84.7 82.3 78.1 80.3 79.2 73.5 80.5

FAMI-Pose [38] 83.3 85.4 82.9 78.6 81.3 80.5 75.3 81.2

DiffPose (Ours) 84.7 85.6 83.6 80.8 81.4 83.5 80.0 82.9

Table 3. Quantitative results on the PoseTrack21 dataset.

the resulting representations would be more delicate, which
fosters accurate pose estimation (Fig. 4).

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings

Datasets. We benchmark the proposed DiffPose on
three widely used benchmark datasets for video-based hu-
man pose estimation, PoseTrack2017 [31], PoseTrack2018
[2], and PoseTrack21 [15]. These datasets contain video
sequences of tricky scenarios where clustered people per-
form rapid movement. Specifically, PoseTrack2017 in-
cludes 250 video clips for training and 50 videos for val-
idation (split according to the official protocol), with a total
of 80, 144 pose annotations. PoseTrack2018 considerably
increases the number of clips, containing 593 videos for
training, 170 videos for validation, and a total of 153, 615
pose annotations. Both datasets identify 15 keypoints, with
an additional label for joint visibility. The training videos
are densely annotated in the center 30 frames, and vali-

dation videos are additionally labeled every four frames.
PoseTrack21 further enriches and refines PoseTrack2018
especially for annotations of small persons and persons in
crowds, including 177, 164 human pose annotations.

Evaluation metric. The performance of the proposed
method is evaluated with the widely-adopted [68, 61, 8, 37]
human pose estimation metric namely average precision
(AP). We compute the AP for each joint and then average
overall joints to obtain the final performance (mAP).

Implementation details. Our DiffPose is imple-
mented with PyTorch. The input image size is fixed to
256×192. We incorporate data augmentation including ran-
dom rotation [−45◦, 45◦], random scale [0.65, 1.35], trun-
cation (half body), and flipping during training. The time
interval δ is set to 2. We define the total sampling steps
T = 1000. We adopt the AdamW [49] optimizer with a
base learning rate of 5e−4 (decays to 5e−5 and 5e−6 at the
20th and 40thepochs, respectively). We train the model us-
ing 4 TITAN RTX GPUs. All training process is terminated
within 60 epochs. During inference, we initialize N = 10
groups of noises, and set the iterative denoising steps to 4.

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-art Approaches

Results on the PoseTrack2017 dataset. We first
benchmark our model on the PoseTrack2017 dataset. A to-
tal of 17 methods are compared, and their performances on
the validation set are summarized in Table 1. We can ob-
serve that our DiffPose delivers state-of-the-art pose esti-
mation performance compared to existing well-established
approaches, by adopting a generative paradigm for the
first time. DiffPose attains the final performance of 86.4
mAP, and provides a 1.6 mAP gain over the previous
best-performed method FAMI-Pose [38]. The performance
boost for challenging joints (i.e., wrist, ankle) is also en-
couraging: we achieve an mAP of 83.5 (↑ 3.5) for wrists
and an mAP of 80.2 (↑ 3.2) for ankles. Such consistent per-
formance improvements suggest the great potential of dif-
fusion models in pose estimation. Another observation is
that pose estimation methods that integrate temporal infor-
mation (such as DetTrack and FAMI-Pose) indeed surpass
approaches using only the single keyframe. This corrobo-
rates the importance of our design that injects spatiotempo-
ral features into the DiffPose model. Furthermore, we show
example visualization results in Fig. 3, which are indicative
of the robustness of our method in tricky scenes.

Results on the PoseTrack2018 dataset. We further
evaluate the proposed DiffPose on the PoseTrack2018
dataset, and report the detailed results on the validation set
in Table 2. As shown in this table, our DiffPose once again
outperforms all other approaches and delivers the best re-
sults. We obtain the final performance of 83.0 mAP, with
an mAP of 84.3, 81.5, 82.9, and 77.6 for the elbow, wrist,
knee, and ankle joints.
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Figure 3. Visual results of our DiffPose on benchmarks. Challenging scenarios including fast motion and mutual occlusion are involved.

Method Spatiotemporal. (STRL) Lookup. (LMSFI) Mean
Direct-single 52.5

(a) ✓ 82.4
(b) ✓ ✓ 86.4

Table 4. Ablation of different components in DiffPose.

Method Multi-scale feature Aggregation Mean
Low-resolution 84.4

(a) ✓ ✓ 86.4
(b) ✓ ✓⋆ 86.2

Table 5. Ablation of various designs in LMSFI. ⋆ denotes fusing
multi-scale features with concatenation and aggregation.

Results on the PoseTrack21 dataset. Performance
comparisons of our model and previous state-of-the-art
methods on the PoseTrack21 dataset are provided in Table
3. We observe that existing method FAMI-Pose [38] has al-
ready achieved an impressive performance of 81.2 mAP. In
contrast, our DiffPose is able to achieve 82.9 (↑ 1.7) mAP.
We also obtain an mAP of 80.8 for the wrist joint and 80.0
for the ankle joint.

4.3. Ablation Study

We perform ablation experiments to investigate the con-
tribution of each component in our DiffPose, including Spa-
tioTemporal Representation Learner (STRL) as well as the
Lookup-based MultiScale Feature Interaction mechanism
(LMSFI). We also examine the efficacy of various design
choices in LMSFI. Finally, we study the influence of mod-
ifying the number of initial noise heatmaps and iterative
steps (during inference) on the final performance.

Study on components of DiffPose. We empirically
evaluate the effectiveness of each proposed component, and
report the results in Table 4. We first construct a sim-
ple baseline namely Direct-single, which takes the single
keyframe as condition and directly concatenates and aggre-
gates noisy heatmap with image features to model their in-
teractions. This straightforward scheme produces a severely
degraded pose estimation performance of 52.5 mAP. This is
in line with our intuitions, i.e., the noisy heatmap is cor-
rupted and usually contains distracting information, which

incurs inherent difficulties in directly learning the corre-
lations between noisy heatmaps and image features. (a)
For this setting, we introduce the proposed LMSFI into the
baseline Direct-single. Remarkably, the LMSFI inductively
models feature interactions and improves performance from
an mAP of 52.5 to 82.4. This significant performance boost
(↑ 29.9 mAP) corroborates the importance of our LMSFI in
guiding the model to focus on specific joint regions. (b) The
final setting further incorporates spatiotemporal cues as the
sampling condition and corresponds to our full DiffPose.
The performance improvement of 4.0 mAP demonstrates
the effectiveness of our DiffPose in introducing temporal
information to facilitate video-based pose estimation.

Study on Lookup-based MultiScale Feature Interac-
tion. We further explore the influence of various designs
within LMSFI, and tabulate the results in Table 5. We model
feature interactions in a single low resolution to form the
baseline Low-resolution. (a) We introduce multi-scale fu-
sion to the baseline method (i.e., the complete DiffPose)
and produce the final performance of 86.4 (↑ 2.0) mAP.
This significant performance improvement upon incorpora-
tion of the multi-scale fusion highlights its effectiveness in
learning informative representations for better performance.
(b) We also examine the impact of fusing multi-scale fea-
tures by concatenation and aggregation. The result in mAP
(86.2) changes marginally.

Study on initial noises. As discussed in Sec. 3.5, we
propose a pose ensemble strategy that randomly initializes
N groups of Gaussian noises during inference and averages
their predictions. Table 6 shows the effects of adopting dif-
ferent N , where N is set to 1, 5, and 10. The quantitative
results in mAP reflect a gradual performance improvement
with increasing initial noises, from 80.4 → 84.0 → 86.4.
This phenomenon can be attributed to the probabilistic na-
ture of the diffusion model, whereby DiffPose is able to
forecast diverse plausible poses from different noises. En-
sembling such pose solutions enhances the robustness of
model predictions and significantly boosts the pose esti-
mation performance. Another observation is that the im-
provement in mAP with increasing N mainly stems from
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Method Head Shoulder Elbow Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Mean
FAMI-Pose [38] 89.6 90.1 86.3 80.0 84.6 83.4 77.0 84.8

N = 1 85.4 87.0 80.1 74.6 78.1 82.6 74.1 80.4
N = 5 87.4 88.8 83.7 79.6 83.7 84.8 78.1 84.0

N = 10, DiffPose 89.0 91.2 87.4 83.5 85.5 87.2 80.2 86.4

Table 6. Ablation of modifying the number of initial noises N .

Sampling Steps Head Shoulder Elbow Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Mean
Steps = 1 88.9 90.4 85.9 82.5 85.1 86.6 80.2 85.9
Steps = 2 89.0 91.0 87.0 83.4 85.4 87.1 80.2 86.3

Steps = 4, DiffPose 89.0 91.2 87.4 83.5 85.5 87.2 80.2 86.4

Table 7. Ablation of modifying the number of denoising steps.

Figure 4. Visualizations of intermediate activations of the Direct-
multi baseline (a) and our DiffPose at different denoising steps (b)
Steps = 1 and (c) Steps = 4.

challenging joints such as wrists (↑ 8.9 mAP) and ankles
(↑ 6.1 mAP), and this fact still remains valid when com-
pared to FAMI-Pose [38]. This suggests that the proposed
pose ensemble strategy derived from the diffusion-based ar-
chitecture can potentially facilitate the pose detection in in-
tractable scenes (e.g., occlusions, blur).

Study on denoising steps. As discussed in Sec. 3.5,
DiffPose can adopt an arbitrary number of iterative sam-
pling steps. To investigate how the number of iterative
steps affects the final performance, we experiment with
Steps ∈ {1, 2, 4} and report the results in Table 7. It is
clear that more iteration steps result in better performances.
This is in accordance with our expectations, i.e., the cap-
tured features are progressively refined to focus on keypoint
regions upon multiple iterations, leading to better results.

4.4. Qualitative Analyses on DiffPose

Representation visualization. In addition to the quan-
titative results, we also provide qualitative analyses to better
understand the mechanism behind DiffPose. Fig. 4 dis-
plays the intermediate activations of the Direct-multi base-
line (incorporating STRL into the Direct-single) as well as
our DiffPose. We observe that the DiffPose produces com-
pact representations (b) and (c) that attend to local keypoint
regions, while the features derived from the baseline (a)
spread across salient areas. This provides empirical evi-
dence that our LMSFI is effective in learning tailored repre-
sentations for pose estimation. On the other hand, the fea-
tures upon multi-step refinement are more attentive that en-
compass less task-irrelevant information.

Visual comparisons. We further examine the ability
of our model in dealing with challenging scenarios such as
mutual occlusion and fast motion. We depict in Fig. 5 the

Figure 5. Visual comparisons of the pose estimation results of our
DiffPose (a), FAMI-Pose (b), and HRNet-W48 (c) on the chal-
lenging cases from PoseTrack dataset. Inaccurate detections are
highlighted by the red circles.

side-by-side comparisons of a) our DiffPose against state-
of-the-art methods b) FAMI-Pose [38] and c) HRNet [61].
It is observed that our DiffPose consistently produces more
robust pose predictions for various challenging scenes. HR-
Net [61] is designed for static images and dose not incor-
porate temporal cues, leading to suboptimal results in de-
graded frames. On the other hand, FAMI-Pose [38] adopts
a deterministic pose estimation paradigm, yielding a single
pose solution for each person. Through the principled de-
sign of the model architecture (i.e., STRL, LMSFI) as well
as the flexible training and testing pipeline of the diffusion
model, our DiffPose is more adept at handling tricky cases.

5. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we explore the video-based human pose

estimation task from the perspective of generative mod-
eling. We present a novel framework termed DiffPose
which treats multi-frame human pose estimation as a con-
ditional generative process of keypoint heatmaps. We de-
sign a SpatioTemporal Representation Learner (STRL) to
integrate temporal clues into the diffusion model, as well
as a Lookup-based MultiScale Feature Interaction mech-
anism (LMSFI) for inducing the model to attend to key-
point regions. Furthermore, we show two attractive prop-
erties of DiffPose for pose estimation including flexible
pose ensemble and iterative refinement, which enable en-
hanced performance without retraining the model. Empiri-
cal evaluations on three standard benchmark datasets, Pose-
Track2017, PoseTrack2018, and PoseTrack21 demonstrate
that DiffPose achieves state-of-the-art performance. Future
works include applying DiffPose to other vision tasks such
as 3D human pose estimation and pose tracking, and refin-
ing the pipeline for accelerated inference.
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Appendix

Training and Inference Algorithms
In this section, we present detailed training and inference algo-

rithms of the proposed DiffPose framework.
Training. In the training phase, we perform the diffusion

process that corrupts ground truth heatmaps x0 to noisy heatmaps
xt , and train the Pose-Decoder fθ(·) to reverse this process. Al-
gorithm 1 provides the overall training procedure.

Inference. Algorithm 2 summarizes the detailed inference
procedure of the proposed DiffPose, which can be regarded as an
iterative heatmap refinement process. The parameter steps de-
notes the number of iterative denoising steps. Specifically, for each
sampling step, the Pose-Decoder takes random noisy heatmaps or
the predicted heatmaps of the last sampling step as input and out-
puts the estimated heatmaps of the current step. Then, we adopt
DDIM to update the heatmaps for the next step.

Algorithm 1 DiffPose Training

Input: image sequence : Ii
t, gt heatmap : Hi

t

1: repeat
2: Fi

t = STRL(Ii
t)

3: x0 = Hi
t

4: t ∼ Uniform({1, ..., T})
5: ϵ ∼ N (0, 1)
6: xt =

√
ᾱtx0 +

√
1− ᾱtϵ

7: Take gradient descent step on

∆θ
∥∥∥fθ(xt,Fi

t, t)− x0

∥∥∥2
8: until converged

Algorithm 2 DiffPose Inference

Input: image sequence : Ii
t, steps, T

Output: predicted heatmap : Ĥi
t

1: Fi
t = STRL(Ii

t)
2: xt ∼ N (0, 1)
3: times = Reversed(Linespace(−1, T, steps))
4: time pairs = List(Zip(times[: −1], times[1 :]))
5: for tnow,tnext in time pairs do
6: Ĥi

t = fθ(xt,Fi
t, tnow)

7: xt = DDIM(xt, Ĥ
i
t, tnow, tnext)

8: end for
9: return Ĥi

t

Supplementary Experiments
In this section, we investigate the influence of the tempo-

ral interval δ within the SpatioTemporal Representation Learner
(STRL). We further display more visualized results of the Diff-
Pose model.

Study on temporal interval δ. We examine the effects of
adopting different temporal interval δ that controls the number

Method STRL, δ = 0 STRL, δ = 1 STRL, δ = 2
Mean 82.4 84.5 86.4

Table 8. Ablation of modifying the temporal interval δ.

of supporting frames within the STRL. From the results in Table
8, we observe a performance improvement with higher number
of supporting frames, whereby the mAP increases from 82.4 for
δ = 0 to 84.5, 86.4 at δ = 1, δ = 2, respectively. This is in
accordance with our expectation, i.e., incorporating more frames
brings up abundant temporal contexts which foster accurate pose
estimation. Note that we can further increase δ to obtain better
performance. In view of the trade-off between performance and
computation load, we choose δ = 2.

Visualized results. Video comparisons and visualization of
pose ensembling and gradual denoising are depicted in Fig. 6 (a),
(b), and (c), respectively. Inaccurate estimations are highlighted in
(a). Furthermore, we present more visualized results of the pro-
posed DiffPose. Figs. 7–9 capture the pose estimation results
on PoseTrack2017, PoseTrack2018, and PoseTrack21 datasets, re-
spectively. We clearly observe that our DiffPose achieves accurate
and robust pose estimations in various challenging scenes.
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Figure 6. Visualization examples. “DiffPose-M.” denotes the multiple pose predictions in pose ensembling. Best view in color.

Figure 7. Visual results of our DiffPose on PoseTrack2017. Challenging scenes such as fast motion or occlusions are involved.
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Figure 8. Visual results of our DiffPose on PoseTrack2018. Challenging scenes such as fast motion or occlusions are involved.

Figure 9. Visual results of our DiffPose on PoseTrack21. Challenging scenes such as fast motion or occlusions are involved.
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